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This paper reports on an experiment in which a Sun 3/50 workstation was
used as a packet switch in a leased line based network. We conclude that the Sun
is both capable and cost effective.
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1. Introduction
Cypress is a leased-line based packet-switched network in which inexpensive minicomput-
ers (called implets) act as packet switches [1]. The Cypress protocols have been implemented on
various architectures and operating systems including Sun Microsyslems Sun 3-50. This archi-
tecture is particularly attractive as a Cypress implet because a prospective site can use a diskless
Sun 3-50 as its implet and thereby reduce the stanup cost associated with the Cypress cOlUlecDon.
2. Background
In order to integrate the Cypress protocols into lhe UNIXt kernel the serial line device
driver must be modified to handle Cypress lines [2]. When Cypress was ported to the Sun 3-50,
examination of the driver and associated hardware manuals for the Zilog Z-8530 serial interface
revealed that the interface generates a CPU interrupt for every character on both the input and
output lines. This is in sharp contrast to the DEC MicroVAX 11 with a DHV-ll which performs
DMA on output lines.
Because the CPU on the Sun is interrupted on every input and output character, there was
some initial concern that the processor might not be able to handle the interrupt load generated by
two Cypress lines (lhe maximum possible with the standard serial interface) if the lines were
heavily loaded. This proved not to be the case, in fact, the Sun easily handled the interrupt load
of a single 9.6 KB serial line. Because of this, we wanled to conduct a series of experiments
which would push the Sun to its limits in order to define what those limits were.
3. Description of the Test Environment
All performance experiments involved machines which were directly connected via a serial
line (i.e., no leased line was involved). The machines involved were:
• Morgana - a MicroVAX II with a DHV-11 serial interface.
• This work WII.5 rupportcd in part by grnnts from the National Science FOIIndatiOIl's Office of Advanced Scientific
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• Trislram - a Sun 3-50 with a Zilog Z-8530 serial interface.
• Percival· a Sun 3-75 with a Zilog Z-8530 serial interface.
The line bctweenMorgana and Tristram was configured at 19.2 KBps and the line between
Tristram and Percival was configured at 38.4 KBps.
In all of the experiments. Tristram was the target of the experiment with the other machines
acting only as sources and sinks for the data. CPU utilization figures reported were obtained via
the Cypress monitor program running on Tristram while the transfers were in progress. In all
experiments. the size of the file being transferred was greater than 200,000 bytes and measure·
ments were taken after the network had reached a steady state. Totals reponed below rencer the
average of a minimum of 30 samples. It should also be noted that in addition to the Cypress
monitor program, Tristram was running other programs that a diskless workstation could be
expected to run, e.g., suntools, perfmeters, etc., but there was no other user activity during lhe
tests.
4. Performance Experiments
The first experiment measures the ability of the Sun implet to handle largc volumes of
incoming traffic on all of its input lines and involved simultaneous file transfers from Morgana
and Percival to Tristram. The results are summarized in Table I, below. The first line gives the
transfer time from Morgana to Tristram, the second gives the transfer time from Percival to Tris-
tram and reports the CPU utilization as measured by the Cypress monitor program running on
Tristram.
% % %
bytes seconds bytes/sec user system idle
281600 170 1656.47
547900 160.97 3403.73 5.46 14.79 81.76
Table 1. High volume of input traffic over all lines.
In the second experiment, we tested lhe ability of the Sun implet to send large volumes of
data out over all of its lines. This was tesled by performing simultaneous file transfers from Tris-
tram to Morgana and from Tristram to Percival. The results are summarized in Table 2, below,
in which the first line gives the transfer time from Tristram to Morgana and the second gives the




















Table 2. High volume ofoutput traffic ovcr all lines.
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In the third experiment, we tested the ability of the implet to receive large volumes of data
over a single line. This was tested by performing two file transfers simultaneously over the line












Table 3. High volume of input traffic on a single line.
In the fourth and final experiment, we tested the ability of the implet to send large volumes
of data over a single line. This was tested by performing two file transfers simulLaneously over












Table 4. High volume of output traffic on a single line.
5. Conclusions
The results of the performance experiments demonstrate the flexibility of the Sun worksta-
tion as a Cypress implet A site wishing to become a node in the Cypress network has the opLion
of using a diskless Sun workstation without a display, thereby minimizing the cost of the connec~
lion. If network monitoring capability is desired, a display may be added so iliat network moni-
toring tools such as the Cypress monitor program and the Sun ethemet monitor emon can be used.
The Sun 3-50 has more than sufficient processing power to drive serial lines at 38.4 KBps while
running these tools.
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